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Max and Lia's underwater adventure continues in this thrilling, high-action series!Max and Lia are

following the evil Professor's trail to rescue Max's father. But when Max doesn't heed Lia's warning

about the dangers of the ocean, he ends up getting scooped up in a jetstream. Luckily his friends

manage to keep up with him. The stream leads him to another one of the Professor's Robobeasts,

Silda the Electric Eel. Can Max defeat this foe and recover the second piece of the ancient skull that

grants magical powers to Lia and her people?
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Adam Blade is in his late twenties, and was born in Kent, England. His parents were both history

teachers and amateur artists, and Adam grew up surrounded by his father's paintings of historic

English battles which left a lifelong mark on his imagination. He was also fascinated by the ancient

sword and shield that hung in his father's office. Adamâ€™s father said they were a Blade family

heirloom. Sadly, Adam does not have his own Ice Dragon or Ghost Panther. But he really wishes he

did!



I love this book because it's a fictional sea universe. Also it's very interesting for people who like

action , adventure

My 7 year old son is a huge fan of Adam Blade. He loves ALL the books Adam Blade has written.

The Deep Dive story is a nice change from the dragons and knights type of stories his other books

are.

My son loves the series.

Good series !

The Kiddo (age 8) and I are actually reading this series in the correct order! He started on the

Beastquest books last year, getting them out of the school library in pretty random order. With this

series, we started at the beginning, and have now completed the second installment.I like the

setting a lot better than the Beastquest world. Beastquest's generic fantasy universe allows "Adam

Blade" to fall into well-worn tropes, and it makes for lazy writing. The Sea Quest (aka Deep Dive)

books are set in a science fiction "waterworld" that needs to be both fantastical and plausible, while

still having the feel of Earth's oceans. This results in some clever ideas for creatures and

technology, as well as a lot better descriptive sequences.In fact, the ending of this book, once all the

mayhem gets finished, is a very nice quiet scene that is rich in description and does more to

develop the setting than anything in the three Beastquest books we've read.Main characters Max

and Lia do tend to fall into the hero/sidekick dynamic, and there's a bit of a missed opportunity for

Lia to shine when it's her weapon that proves effective against the title monster, only to have Max

be the one wielding it in the end.Hey, "Adam Blade", here's an idea: Let the girl win a fight once in a

while. Really, it will make your series better. And I promise we won't think any less of Max.I do like

that they argue from time to time. Their friendship feels more real when they have to work through

some real disagreements.The Kiddo's favorite bit from this book was a line by Rivet (the robodog),

"Stupid fish! Clever Max!", which has become something of a new catchphrase for the Kiddo, so the

writing is certainly effective in that regard. He also enjoyed the climactic fight scene (which went on

for an impressive three chapters), and was even pretty interested in the extended descriptive scene

toward the end.

Another excellent work by Adam Blade (even if he isn't real). The story offers excitement similar to



other Sea Quest books. My son (8) was thrilled by it though on the whole he prefers the Beast

Quest series and the Dare Quest series such asÂ Dare Quest: Queen Cleopatra (Volume 4)

The one problem is the book is too short, otherwise it is amazing. Lots of action and adventure. One

of the best series I've read.

Hi, hi, hi! I am Rivet! I tell you about Deep Dive #2! Silda scary! Snapperfish very mean! Shells to

sleep in! Yah!
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